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Structure and Meaning in Tonal Music

2006

introduction expression the two curious moments in chopin s e
flat major prelude charles burkhart circular motion in chopin s
late b major nocturne op 62 no 1 william rothstein of species
counterpoint gondola songs and sordid boons poundie burstein
theory the spirit and technique of schenker pedagogy david
gagné and allen cadwallader prolongational and hierarchical
structures in 18th century theory joel lester thoughts on
schenker s treatment of diminution and repetition in part iii of
free composition and its implications for analysis wayne petty
looking at the urlinie hedi siegel style rhythmic displacement in
the music of bill evans steven larson levels of voice leading in
the music of louis couperin drora pershing the analysis of east
asian music david loeb baroque styles and the analysis of baroque
music channan willner words and music schumann s das ist ein
flöten und geigen conflicts between local and global perspectives
lauri suurpaa reinterpreting the past brahms s link to bach in the
setting of mit fried und freud ich fahr dahin from the motet op
74 no 1 robert cuckson hinauf strebt s song study with carl
schachter timothy jackson intimate immensity in schubert s the
shepherd on the rock frank samarotto form tonal conflicts in
haydn s development sections the role of c major in symphonies
nos 93 and 102 mark anson cartwright aspects of structure in
bach s f minor fugue wtc ii william renwick the andante from
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mozart s symphony no 40 k 5

Form in Tonal Music

1979

like many texts on musical analysis forms in tonal music equips
students to critically examine a wide range of compositions and
forms however green s text takes students a step further by
enabling them to approach musical works unencumbered by
preconceived notions of what characteristics the text should or
should not have providing specific help on every aspect of
musical analysis this text uses many of the compositions found in
charles burkhart s anthology for musical analysis but it allows
students the freedom to explore works that they already own

Phrase Rhythm in Tonal Music

1989

a theoretical study of classical and romantic music from haydn to
wagner explores the process by which a relatively small and
regular rhythmic unit is transformed into a larger and less
regular one expands on the work of contemporary austrian
theorist heinrich schenker annotation copyrighted by book
news inc portland or
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Tonal Music

2020-01-23

this book is about the aesthetics of the tonal music it therefore
deals with sound forms such as consonance dissonance tonality
bar counterpoint or motif thereby it shows that all harmonic
rhythmic and melodic sound figures are essentially relations in
which similar sound components go well together the whole
secret of the musical aesthetics lies in this abstract determination
in this sense the musical sound forms are systematically built on
each other and form an ensemble of eight aesthetic principles to
each of which a chapter of this book is dedicated the logical
progression of these chapters reveals the inner connection
between harmony rhythm and melody musical phenomena that
have so far been interpreted differently and controversially are
explained and derived in a comprehensible way in this context
the theoretical results of this book are at the same time a critique
of previously common dogmas in musicology for example the
prejudice that the difference between consonance and
dissonance cannot be objectively grasped clearly contradicts the
results of a rational music theory nor will the reader find the
usual talk about the supposed anachronism or the transience of
the tonal music in this book for good reasons
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Harmony in Tonal Music

1981

created for introductory courses in basic music theory and
harmonic practice part 1 of this self paced auto instructional
standalone text that comes in two volumes has become a classic
in the field since the students work independently through the
programmed format of the text instructors can concentrate on
the more creative aspects of their course from the wealth of
clearly laid out lessons and exercises students receive continual
feedback and reinforcement as they work through the sequence
at their own pace note a set of musical examples on compact
discs is available with each of the volumes if you order the isbn s
listed below isbn 0205691056 9780205691050 harmonic materials
in tonal music a programmed course part 1 with audio cd
package consists of 0205629717 9780205629718 harmonic
materials in tonal music a programmed course part 1 0205629725
9780205629725 audio cd for harmonic materials in tonal music
part 1 isbn 020563818x 9780205638185 harmonic materials in
tonal music a programmed course part 2 with cd package
consists of 020562975x 9780205629756 harmonic materials in
tonal music a programmed course part 2 0205629768
9780205629763 cd for harmonic materials in tonal music part 2
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Harmonic Materials in Tonal Music: Some
definitions

2009

conceptually sophisticated and exceptionally musical harmonic
practice in tonal music provides a thorough treatment of
harmony and voice leading principles in tonal music

Harmonic Practice in Tonal Music

2004

understanding post tonal music is a student centered textbook
that explores the compositional and musical processes of
twentieth century post tonal music intended for undergraduate
or general graduate courses on the theory and analysis of
twentieth century music this book will increase the accessibility
of post tonal music by providing students with tools for
understanding pitch organization rhythm and meter form
texture and aesthetics by presenting the music first and then
deriving the theory understanding post tonal music leads
students to greater understanding and appreciation of this
challenging and important repertoire the updated second edition
includes new explorations features that guide students to engage
with pieces through listening and a process of exploration
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discovery and discussion a new chapter covering electronic
computer and spectral musics and additional coverage of music
from the twenty first century and recent trends the text has
been revised throughout to enhance clarity both by
streamlining the prose and by providing a visual format more
accessible to the student

Understanding Post-Tonal Music

2021-02-25

for courses in music theory harmony comprehensive
musicianship and materials of music created for introductory
courses in basic music theory and harmonic practice this self
paced auto instructional text in two volumes has become a classic
in the field since the students work independently through the
programmed format of the text instructors can concentrate on
the more creative aspects of their course from the wealth of
clearly laid out lessons and exercises students receive continual
feedback and reinforcement as they work through the sequence
at their own pace also a set of musical examples on compact discs
accompanies the volumes providing students with aural
experience of tonal and harmonic material used in the text
neither books nor cds can be ordered alone see below for
ordering code
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Harmonic Materials in Tonal Music

2002

tonality continued to be a viable compositional technique well
after it was claimed to have been made obsolete by novel
developments around the turn of the twentieth century the
attention of music theorists understandably shifted to explaining
these new approaches and the continuation of tonal practices was
not studied in general but only in relation to individual
composers this work picks up theories of tonality where they
were abandoned and develops them in light of tonal practices of
the last century focusing on common principles underlying the
music of composers of both art and popular music including
brian wilson dmitri shostakovich frank martin leonard bernstein
maurice duruflé neil diamond olivier messiaen paul hindemith
sergei prokofiev and xiaoyong chen

Pieces of Tradition

2016

materials and techniques of post tonal music fifth edition
provides the most comprehensive introduction to post tonal
music and its analysis available covering music from the end of
the nineteenth century through the beginning of the twenty
first it offers students a clear guide to understanding the diverse
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and innovative compositional strategies that emerged in the post
tonal era from impressionism to computer music this updated
fifth edition features chapters revised throughout to include
new examples from recent music and insights from the latest
scholarship the introduction of several new concepts and topics
including parsimonius voice leading scalar transformations the
new complexity and set theory in less chromatic contexts
expanded discussions of spectralism and electronic music
timelines in each chapter grounding the music discussed in its
chronological context a companion website that provides
students with links to recordings of musical examples discussed
in the text and provides instructors with an instructor s manual
that covers all of the exercises in each chapter offering accessible
explanations of complex concepts materials and techniques of
post tonal music fifth edition is an essential text for all students of
post tonal music theory

Materials and Techniques of Post-Tonal
Music

2018-03-13

introduces the fundamental principles of schenkerian analysis
within the context of the music itself
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Harmonic Materials in Tonal Music

1998

this text provides the most comprehensive analytical approach to
post tonal music available from impressionism to recent trends it
covers music from the early 1900s through the present day
with discussion of such movements as minimalism and the
neoromanticism and includes chapters on rhythm form
electronic and computer music and the roles of chance and
choice in post tonal music chapter end exercises involve drills
analysis composition as well as several listening assignments

Analysis of Tonal Music

2007

vol 2a is book vol 2b contains 2 cassettes to go with book

Materials and Techniques of Post Tonal
Music

2016-01-08

a search for a grammar of music with the aid of generative
linguistics this work which has become a classic in music theory
since its original publication in 1983 models music
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understanding from the perspective of cognitive science the
point of departure is a search for the grammar of music with the
aid of generative linguistics the theory which is illustrated with
numerous examples from western classical music relates the
aural surface of a piece to the musical structure unconsciously
inferred by the experienced listener from the viewpoint of
traditional music theory it offers many innovations in notation as
well as in the substance of rhythmic and reductional theory

Harmony in Tonal Music

1982

this textbook takes a linear functional approach to tonal music in
the common practice era explaining how both harmonic and
melodic forces contribute to the development of musical
structures coverage includes the basic elements of music
functional diatonic harmony modulations and sequences the
common procedures of chromatic harmony and advanced
chromatic techniques the second edition contains a broader range
of musical examples than the first featuring more world music
popular music jazz and music by women annotation 2004 book
news inc portland or booknews com source inconnue
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Harmonic Materials in Tonal Music

1994

foundations of tonal music covers the basics of music theory from
notation to early twentieth century tonal music with examples
exercises and explanations suitable for anyone wishing to
understands the basics of tonal music theory

Harmony in Tonal Music: Chromatic
practices

1982

the primary focus of this book is accent which lester argues is
one of the major aspects of rhythm the central question is not
whether a note or event rest point in time is accented but how
it is accented this change of focus allows for the first time a
thorough investigation into the factors that give rise to accent
the relative importance of these factors in creating accentuation
the way accents are perceived the way meter arises and the
limits of metric organization on higher levels of structure

A Generative Theory of Tonal Music,
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reissue, with a new preface

1996-06-03

offers a survey of the entire spectrum of contrapuntal harmonic
configurations that enable the prolongation of seventh chords
arranged logically by seventh chord type and voice leading
procedure this book also includes multiple voice leading graphs
that range from simple abstract configurations to sophisticated
analyses of entire pieces

Workbook for Harmonic Practice in Tonal
Music

2004

for courses in music theory harmony comprehensive
musicianship and materials of music created for introductory
courses in basic music theory and harmonic practice this self
paced auto instructional text in two volumes has become a classic
in the field since the students work independently through the
programmed format of the text instructors can concentrate on
the more creative aspects of their course from the wealth of
clearly laid out lessons and exercises students receive continual
feedback and reinforcement as they work through the sequence
at their own pace also a set of musical examples on compact discs
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accompanies the volumes providing students with aural
experience of tonal and harmonic material used in the text
neither books nor cds can be ordered alone see below for
ordering code

Foundations of Tonal Music

2014-09-05

a frequent approach to musical analysis is to consider one term
or concept at a time illustrating it with fragments of several
compositions but the format of this original and lucidly written
book features entire tonal compositions one per chapter analyzed
on several levels simultaneously the author builds up from very
simple musical forms skillfully leading the reader through a
measure by measure indeed often beat by beat or note by note
analysis the literature chosen for study is that of the standard
common practice period ranging from corelli to debussy and
hence illustrates both the flexibility and the historical
development of the tonal system at the same time kresky
suggests a structural view of the tonal system and the pieces
come to be viewed as instances of tonal language hence each
chapter addresses the two questions what makes this item a
piece and more specifically what makes it a tonal piece a
concluding essay projects the development of music into the
twentieth century with implications for the analysis of nontonal
music the music discussed in five of the twelve chapters is
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supplied the rest of the compositions are standard works the
analyses center on the pitch information of the pieces with the
various non pitch compositional elements primarily rhythm
secondarily dynamics texture timbre and register playing
reinforcing roles pitch is studied vertically for a detailed as well
as an overall harmonic view and horizontally for a local as well
as a long range view ultimately the author joins both approaches
in an embracing two dimensional summary of compositional
unity as a series of connecting essays this book is intended both
for classroom use and for professional reading in the classroom
the work can serve as a principal text in an undergraduate or
graduate analysis course or seminar or as an adjunct text in a
variety of places in the theory and counterpoint curriculum as
professional reading the book brings the reader through various
pieces of music according to the observations of one listener who
is sensitive and concerned as both composer and teacher about
musical coherence

The Rhythms of Tonal Music

1986

a primer rather than a survey this book offers exceptionally
clear simple explanations of basic theoretical concepts for the post
tonal music of the twentieth century emphasizing hands on
contact with the music through playing singing listening and
analyzing it provides six chapters on theory each illustrated
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with musical examples and fully worked out analyses all drawn
largely from the classical pre war repertoire by schoenberg
stravinsky bartok berg and webern considers three principal
kinds of post tonal music free atonal music twelve tone music
and centric music makes extensive use of transformational
graphs and networks to present analytical information and
includes a variety of exercises in theory analysis musicianship
and ear training and composition for anyone interested in
twentieth century music techniques and post tonal theory and
analysis

Harmonic Materials in Tonal Music

1980

guiding students systematically through the process of analysis
this extensively revised student workbook complements the
fourth edition of analysis of tonal music a schenkerian approach
it presents works from a variety of instrumental settings
including four complete vocal works and excerpts from string
quartets symphonic movements opera chamber works orchestral
suites sonatas and concertos and solo piano works two section
chapters in part 1 provide students with more guidance than the
previous edition preliminaries offer a review of foundational
schenkerian terms and concepts along with short excerpts and
targeted practice exercises while slightly lengthier excerpts for
analysis include guided tips in part 2 analytical applications
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chapters 7 11 the scale of the excerpts gradually increases
chapter 7 offers small scale ursatz patterns 8 20 bars chapters 8
and 9 reinforce complete one and two part forms and the final
two chapters conclude with the study of ternary form and
sonata process this student workbook is available for separate
purchase 978 0 19 0846688 or in money saving bundles with the
text please contact your oxford university press sales
representative or call 800 280 0280 for details

Prolongation of Seventh Chords in Tonal
Music: Text

2008

a search for a grammar of music with the aid of generative
linguistics this work which has become a classic in music theory
since its original publication in 1983 models music
understanding from the perspective of cognitive science the
point of departure is a search for the grammar of music with the
aid of generative linguistics the theory which is illustrated with
numerous examples from western classical music relates the
aural surface of a piece to the musical structure unconsciously
inferred by the experienced listener from the viewpoint of
traditional music theory it offers many innovations in notation as
well as in the substance of rhythmic and reductional theory
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Harmonic Materials in Tonal Music: A
review of seventh chords and the
dominant seventh

2009

this anthology of over 40 scores and excerpts represents a wide
range of music from across the twentieth century and into the
twenty first century from pieces by debussy stravinsky and
bartok to works by arvo pärt thomas adès and kaija saariaho
showcasing the vast range of compositional styles encompassed
in the post tonal era this volume offers a convenient
compendium including hard to find scores designed for use with
understanding post tonal music by miguel a roig francolí which
includes extensive analyses of the scores provided here this
anthology can also stand alone for study and analysis in other
courses on the history and analysis of post tonal music

Tonal Music

1977

previously artificial neural networks have been used to capture
only the informal properties of music however cognitive
scientist michael dawson found that by training artificial neural
networks to make basic judgments concerning tonal music such
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as identifying the tonic of a scale or the quality of a musical
chord the networks revealed formal musical properties that
differ dramatically from those typically presented in music
theory for example where western music theory identifies
twelve distinct notes or pitch classes trained artificial neural
networks treat notes as if they belong to only three or four pitch
classes a wildly different interpretation of the components of
tonal music intended to introduce readers to the use of artificial
neural networks in the study of music this volume contains
numerous case studies and research findings that address
problems related to identifying scales keys classifying musical
chords and learning jazz chord progressions a detailed analysis of
the internal structure of trained networks could yield important
contributions to the field of music cognition

Form in Tonal Music

1993

music education is evolving rapidly artistic and scientific
developments have broadened our view of musicality does the
traditional repertoire on tonal music still have any relevance in
this context of course it does recent musicological research has
shed new light on the way musicians from the baroque era to
the nineteenth century acquired their skills as a result
fascinating correlations between baroque partimento practice
and the lead sheet approach common in jazz and pop music have
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emerged tonal tools is an inspirational book and app android ios
that blends old and current approaches nine components serve as
keys for a more aural creative and tangible approach to tonal
music form the very start tonal tools is applicable to any tonal
idiom and spans the baroque classical romantic jazz and pop
repertoire by means of common improvisational and
compositional principles don t expect a straightforward method
interweave tonal tools with your usual didactics according to
your own pace and needs expect a better integration of muscial
understanding an skill from your pupils a more reliable
memory and better sight reading ability not to mention a
broadened muscial imagination enhanced expressiveness and a
joy for playing tonal music as a valuable extension to keyboard
teachers existing professional expertise tonal tools opens new
artistic and auto didactic perspectives connect musica s
educational series for music schools and conservatories builds
bridges between the past and present practice and theory
creativity and skill it translates proven but sometimes forgotten
expertise into a contemporary approach an artistic view of
muscial development is central the series deals with current
artistic and educational needs and offers original consistent and
workable solutions

Introduction to Post-tonal Theory

1990
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Anthology of post-tonal music

2008

Harmonic Practice

2004-08

Student Workbook to Accompany Analysis
of Tonal Music

2019-07-15

Harmonic Materials in Tonal Music

2002

Harmonic Material in Tonal Music

1977-01-01
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Tonal Harmony

2017-08-06

A Generative Theory of Tonal Music,
reissue, with a new preface

1996-06-03

Anthology of Post-Tonal Music

2021-03-29

Connectionist Representations of Tonal
Music

2018-03-13

Harmonic Materials in Tonal Music

1975
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Techniques and Materials of Tonal Music

2014-07-07

Tonal Tools for Keyboard Players

1993-07-01

Harmonic Materials in Tonal Music
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